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e have all come to Haridwar to participate in the Mahakumbh Mela.
There are different types of Kumbh
Mela, but the Mahakumbh Mela is
the most significant one because it comes after a
long period of time. The story goes that once the
asuras and the devas were struggling over a pitcher
of immortal Nectar. Vishnu, who is the Preserver of
the world, the Preserver of Creation, had an idea. It
occurred to him that if the forces of darkness, the
asuras, got hold of any Nectar, their forces would

also become immortal. So basically what he did
was trick the demons out of the Nectar and he gave
it to the gods, to the devas. So since that time the
devas became immortal, but in the process a drop
fell on each of four places – Haridwar, Ujjain, Nasik
and Allahabad.
What happens is, the Mahakumbh comes after
three years to each place. So after three years from
now there will be one at Ujjain, after three years in
Allahabad, then in Nasik and three years later it will
be at Haridwar. So coming back to Haridwar com-

pletes a cycle of 12 years. This ancient event is a
gathering of saints and ascetics. There is no record
as to when it actually started, because the story
itself comes from eons and eons ago and nobody
really knows what happened in Satyuga, nobody
knows when the Kumbh first started.
It is an ancient gathering that has been held
year after year. People believe that on particular
dates during the festival, if you have a dip in the
Ganges it is most auspicious and the basic very
primal belief is that “Mother Ganga” will wash
away everyone’s sin. But every story has a spiritually significant side to it, which is why such stories
have come into place. Many people ask how dipping into the Ganga is washing your sins, because
at the end of the day you can dip in any river, so
why Ganga and why will only dipping in this river
wash away sins, be a penance for sins?
But Ganga is not treated as a common river in
India. It is treated with the utmost respect, with
the utmost reverence, because it is regarded as the
“River of Heaven.” One of our great kings, Bhagirath, did a lot of penance and with the power of his
penance he got the boon of bringing the river down
to earth. So at the end of the day the significance is
for a person to have true devotion in life towards a
cause, or a meaning or a higher purpose. And the
highest purpose is being a spiritual person and in
turn finding your true Self that is an aspect of the

infinite Almighty, the Nirguna. So if you, through
your life and through your devotion, can understand what that Nirguna is, what that primordial
God is, then your sins are washed away.
But then you need a reference point; you need a
sacred point from which you can judge. The river,
Ma Ganga, became that sacred point. What will
develop that respect, what will develop that love,
what will develop that devotion? There had to be a
cause for those feelings to develop. Ganga became
the cause, your devotion became your bhakti
towards the river and if your bhakti was pure then
it would wash away all your sins. In other words,
it is your pure devotion that will wash away all the
negativity from you, because once you start loving
something, all that you hate will be replaced by that
love. Slowly and gradually that love grows and love
expands from respecting that river to respecting
people around you, to respecting the world around
you, to respecting different opinions. But obviously, when traditions are brought down, a lot of
the spiritual significance is lost. We talk about the
four drops falling, so why only four, why not eight,
why not 10? What is the spiritual significance
of the Nectar of Immortality? The sages tried to
explain it as four drops falling on the earth. But
these are the four kriyas or techniques that the True
Master will teach you when you become an aspirant, when you become a seeker. You go through
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The struggle with the mind is the far superior struggle. The struggle with
the inner self is far superior to the struggle with the world, because if you
can triumph internally then you’ve conquered everything.
many journeys in your life until your devotion
and your quest for the truth finally lead you to the
spiritual master. And when you come across a true
master he will enlighten you through the proper
means of reaching that state, of reaching enlightenment and the process for reaching that state
involves four basic kriyas. Those kriyas are eternal
kriyas that have existed in one form or another with
all the true masters and when they pass it on to an
individual who is ignorant, to an individual who
is trapped, then practicing these kriyas generates
what we call a spiritual force or ojas in him. That
ojas is what is called the spiritual fire that changes
the individual from within.
But in the end it’s basically making a person
realize how much ignorance there is in the world.
Now, if I do not know what I have to become, I
never will achieve anything in my life. In the same
way, if I do not know the right path to choose, with
the correct understanding, then obviously I will be
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very lost; I will be living a very ignorant life. All of
us, in one way or another, have lived very ignorant
lives. We’ve been living a very arrogant life chasing
our selfish desires and that has led to nothing but
more chaos being added to our life. Finally, when
the individual is really tired from all the struggles
he’s been through and he finally realizes that after
doing everything to please himself, all he has got
is displeasure out of many aspects of life, then he
begins to question life and that questioning is very
individual. Some start questioning when they are
15 or 16 years old, for some that phase of questioning will start when they are 60 or 70 years old.
However, it’s not just about this lifetime, because
your struggle or your quest is one of many lifetimes, it’s of many births. It’s not that sometimes
you remembered your quest and sometimes you
forgot. The significance of the here and now is
that we have another opportunity to understand, to
start questioning again, to ask the right question so

that in turn we can find the right answer. It’s a very
long process but we try to restrict everything to one
lifetime. We try to see everything from our past
experiences of this lifetime. We have all our doubts
and insecurities of this lifetime but, slowly, as we
begin to understand Knowledge and the Truth and
we meditate on the kriyas, a different set of realizations set in, a different sort of conditioning happens. Actually, rather than conditioning, it is the
deconditioning of the self. You know we are conditioned into believing what we think it true – our
occupation, our social status, the society that we
belong to – and then bit by bit all the rigid boundaries that we’ve made begin to fall apart and then we
realize that we’re no different to the next person
and when these differences cease to exist, a person
can realize his oneness with the world and that is
realizing the oneness of God.
How can you encourage a person to do something? When a teacher is teaching a class, there
will always be a few students who understand
straightaway, because they are paying attention or
their learning capacity is high. The teacher does
not need to repeat himself for them. But obviously
a majority of the class will not understand, so the
teacher needs to use another example or another

theory or another story to make the children understand. After doing that again and again there will
still be a few who do not understand, because either
they choose not to or they don’t concentrate on
what the teacher is saying or they think the teacher
is not helping them. Maybe their notion of learning
is to have fun or to be outside in the playground.
So because of all those attachments that they have
they are not paying attention to what the teacher
is saying. Then obviously their learning curve is
the longest and it will take them ages and ages to
understand even the simplest of things. So that
happens with every individual. Life is the biggest
learning curve, you know. What life teaches you in
its beauty and simplicity are life lessons and they
are taught in one way or another.
I remember the story of this guide we met in
Jaisalmer. It has a grand fort that is very old, but
it still has a live-in population and gradually this
population has grown to about 5,000. Now the
problem that the fort is facing is that it was not
built to handle so many people inside. Secondly,
the inhabitants waste water – bathing water, sewage
water, whatever water the individual uses during
the day. A proper sewage system has not been laid
down in the fort, so they dump the waste right in
the heart of the fort. They dig a hole in the ground
for the water to go down. What is happening is that
this water is seeping into the foundations of the fort
and you can see huge patches of dampness all over
the fort.
I asked the guide, “Don’t these people see every
day these damp patches growing bigger and bigger?
Dampness is becoming a huge problem and it is
their own fault. The walls are going to break down
and crumble.” So what he told me is one of the
simplest truths in life. He said, “See, what a person
doesn’t want to learn in an easy way, life has ten
thousand hard ways of teaching.” I asked, “What
do you mean by that? “
He said, “You see the damp walls and I see it
too. The people living here see the walls becoming
damp but they don’t want to do anything about it.
And what will happen if they keep on being lazy is
that one day the wall will collapse, 20-30 homes will
be destroyed and few people will get killed. When
this happens, all these 5,000 people will wake up.”
Life is teaching you in every way, but if you
choose not to learn, then your challenges, your
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struggles become more difficult and when they
become more difficult and we suffer from life then
we learn from that. The most challenging situations that you’ve been through, the most challenging situations that have tugged you from inside,
that have torn you from inside, have actually taught
you, made you stronger, made you realize different
aspects of yourself. You have learned how much
you can suffer, how much you can take. In turn,
you learn so much about other people during times
of suffering – who they are, whether they truly love
you. See, that’s what life is. If you learn easily
from other
people’s
mistakes,
from past
scriptures,
from everything that
has been
given to
you, then
there is no problem. But the problem is that we
choose not to learn, we choose to remain arrogant,
we choose to defy the natural laws of life and when
we defy those laws the problems start.
The problem is not this world or the problems
the modern world faces. Our scriptures talk about
one basic problem, which is agyanta, which is the
ignorance of man. All problems exist because man
is ignorant of himself and others. If man, through
hardship, through self-realization, which is the path
of enlightenment, can remove his ignorance, then
there is no problem. We talk about poverty. If the
rich man is not ignorant of the poor man’s needs,
then there is no poverty. A person can share and
I’m sure the world has so much wealth that if we
want to work together as nations to remove poverty we can do it. We talk about food crises. One
country is dumping its grain into the sea to control food prices, while there are people starving by
the millions in another country. That is the ignorance of man, nothing else. When man, through
his ignorance, becomes greedy, becomes obsessive, becomes power-hungry, that’s when wars are
fought, that’s when suffering is heaped on mankind.
By man himself, not by external factors. There’s no
enemies coming and troubling us, we ourselves are
troubling us.

B

y living contrasting lives, a struggle
arises within. First of all, a person
should be very sure of his or her goal. I
mean the goal in the highest sense. I
don’t mean something like “my goal is to become a
doctor” and once you become a doctor, what then?
Your life can fall apart, it has no further meaning.
That’s why the scriptures talk about absolute truth
and relative truth. Relative truths are basic truths
that are always changing. Today is a nice day,
tomorrow can be a bad day. It depends on your
individual choices resulting in the world coming at
you with
other situations and
forces. If
something
happens
to you
that you
like, then
it is good.
There are things you don’t like and if those circumstances happen to you, then it automatically
becomes unpleasant. So these are relative truths,
because what is good for you may not be good for
the other person. These are relative truths, but
behind the masks of all the relative truths sages
have understood and explained that there is something beyond change, beyond the relative likes and
dislikes of yourself and what they tried to explain
was the Ultimate Truth, the Absolute Truth, something that is changeless, something that is timeless,
something that is attributeless. What the sages

All problems exist because man is ignorant of himself
and others. If man, through hardship, through selfrealization, which is the path of enlightenment, can
remove his ignorance, then there is no problem.

One hundred thousand people sheltered and fed daily in Prem Nagar ashram.
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tried to explain is a force which itself is independent, but all things residing in this world, all matter,
all components of our universe, are depending on
it. So that becomes the Absolute Truth, but this
Absolute Truth is covered in layers and layers of all
these relative truths.
For example, when I say, “I am the one who is
awake,” or “I am the dreamer,” this sentence itself
shows how I am restricting myself to different
stages of conditioning. See, “I” is me. That is your
true self to begin with, so why do you add certain
conditions to it? You say, “I am the waker.” When
you already know yourself as “I,” then who is the
waker? Why assign your pure self to a conditioning? Automatically when you say, “I am this,” that
“this” becomes your conditioning, your definition.
So when you say “I am the waker” your waking
state becomes your definition, but that is not your
true definition. In your waking state you have a
name and an occupation, you have a job, you are
someone’s friend, you have a particular nationality. But when you go to sleep, all that you hold so
dear, your whole definition, suddenly ends. In your
dream you might be thinking of some fantasyland,
you might be Superman! You can be Spiderman!
You can be all sorts of things, but when you say, “I
am the dreamer and I dreamt of being Superman,”
you are using “I” again but you are assigning your-

self to the conditioning of that state. In the dream
state you could be anything.
Automatically what happens is that we live our
lives and we take these states to be the truth, not
knowing the Ultimate. So that is the problem, that
is the agyanta. We do not know where to begin
our quest. So at the beginning of the quest, first
set a goal. I have relative goals in my life. I want
to reach Haridwar today; I have things to do this
evening; I have goals tomorrow. I have goals in
the future – in one year, two years down the track
where do I see myself? But these are all relative goals. After one has experienced all the pain,
doubt and suffering, he must choose a path that
will take him to the ultimate goal. The ultimate
goal is knowing the ultimate truth and how do you
do that? The whole truth is bound, not by anyone
else’s actions, not by anyone else’s say-so, but
through the repayments of your karmic debt.
What do we mean by karmic debt? It’s not like
there is an electronic card in us that will tell us how
much debit or credit we have left. Karmic debt
is the conditioning I receive in this world as an
individual. If I have a very volatile personality, if I
shout at everybody, I misbehave with everyone, and
if my habits do not change over time, if I don’t correct myself, if I don’t realize that what I do wrong
creates unrest in someone else, then automatically
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I’m living a very self-centered life. The basic notion
of courtesy does not exist in me. I don’t consider
anyone else. If I had that notion, I would try to
curb my anger, I would try to curb my arrogance,
but if I don’t do that then automatically my nature
changes in that aspect. What I do again and again
becomes easier to do. If I do it again and again
it becomes a habit and habit is something you do
unconsciously. So if I do not curb my anger then
being angry becomes very natural for me and I do
it even without thinking. So these aspects become
“karmic debt” in me. Whatever I do again and
again will become a binding force on me. That’s
why people are encouraged to be of “sattvic” quality, of sattvic nature.
It’s not that a person is totally sattvic. Each
individual is born with three components in his
nature – sattvic, which is the pure part of him,
rajasic, which is the active part of his system, and
tamasic, which is the negative part of an individual’s system. Now all people, even saints or
gurus, at one point were born with tamasic and
rajasic gunas as well as sattvic gunas. It’s just that
they made it a habit throughout their lives to make
the sattvic part of their nature most prominent,
by meditating, by cleansing themselves, by being
good to other people, by being charitable. These all
come from doing “sewa,” because doing all these
things encourages
you not to think
about yourself
first, but to think
about other people
first. So the basic
change is from
being selfish to
becoming selfless. It means not
always thinking
about the “I,” the
individual. And
then slowly, after
you perform sewa
again and again for other people, then from the
tamasic nature, which always thinks about “me”
and what “I” want, and “what I have,” what wishes
of mine are being fulfilled, your nature becomes
sattvic. Then once your habits become sattvic and
you keep on performing sattvic karmas, then auto-
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matically, like I said before, what you do again and
again becomes your habit. Then you give up your
tamasic nature and sattvic actions become your
habit. Sattvic thoughts come automatically without thinking, without effort. The basic problem
right now is that, to do anything good you have to
first drive the mind towards it. If I want to sit in
meditation, I have to fight with my mind one hour
beforehand, planning, preparing it, and telling it
“today I have to sit in meditation.” Why is there so
much struggle when we know meditation is good
for us? It’s the nature of the mind, because it has
developed these propensities. But gradually when
we struggle with it, when we make an effort and
minute-by-minute we win small battles with it, the
mind becomes more settled, more focused.
Why is change so difficult? Because we don’t
know whether what we are experiencing is true
or not. If God was standing right in front of me,
if He was talking to me, if I could hold His hand,
then it would be very easy to believe in Him. Then
there is no struggle, there is no doubt. Why is your
lower mind so agitated? Because it doesn’t know
whether what you are doing is true or not, what
you will achieve is true or not. The world tells us,
for example, to study hard and get good grades;
that will take you to a good school; a good school
will get you into a good college and a good college
will launch you
into a good career
and a good life
and then you can
be happy. But so
many people have
done this – they’ve
worked hard,
they’ve gone to
good schools and
even have good
jobs. However,
when life through
its many phases
become a disappointment, then the mind obviously will doubt
everything. It will doubt Truth, it will doubt wise
men, it will doubt scriptures and that’s what we do.
And that doubting moves in a very funny way.
Knowing about God and seeing God are two
very different things. I can read the Vedas, but

understanding what the Vedas are saying is a totally
different aspect. Their knowledge is so deep and
so vast it can take you years and years to interpret
what is being said there. The Vedas beautifully
explain how we can experience God. There are
steps for it and the first one is to come to a spiritual
master. Now it’s not that the masters say this for
their own prestige or self- importance. It’s not that
one master says to another, “You say this and I will
also say this.” The purpose is very simple and clear:
how do I know what I have to do with my life if I’m
not told about the higher purpose and basic aims?
Not everyone on the spiritual path has reached that
goal and faced all possible human challenges with
its complications of mind. The mind is the challenging aspect. The mind is the one that is creating
problems. The mind is creating mental problems
that really do not exist except within your internal
mind and that internal mind itself will cause you
worries. So there is the sort of struggle when life
is not giving you problems but you are making
yourself struggle. People are mentally upset or
depressed, aren’t they?

S

o what basically the scriptures are trying
to explain is that, when an individual
approaches a master, he begins to realize
that there is something beyond him that
he hasn’t understood. So the change automatically
is to go inside and become introvert, to understand

what this thing is which is greater than me, greater
than the “I.” Because throughout my life I have
only known me, myself and I. I’ve lived my life,
my wants, my desires, my wishes, my suffering, my

Why is he telling us to meditate?
Because when we meditate, we
become strengthened from inside.
Our resolve becomes firmer.
problems, my challenges, etc. It’s always “me, me,
me.” Now when you go to a master he tells you to
serve food to someone you don’t even know and you
do it maybe out of devotion for the master. However, slowly and gradually, by helping other people
you realize there is so much bliss in performing
small acts. Like they say, “little acts of kindness,”
not for yourself but for other people. Then a person’s sattvic qualities start to manifest. Now when
the person’s nature is sattvic, his nature is peaceful,
he can be taught about spiritual things, because
the mind is less agitated, it is more calm and more
focused on what is being taught to it. If the mind is
not focused at all, then who is going to understand?
Jesus came and said what he had to say and people
crucified him. Mohammad came and said what he
had to say and people fought wars with him all his
life. Lord Krishna came
and said what he had
to say and people didn’t
believe him, they mistrusted him. Lord Rama
came and he had to leave
his own kingdom and
his own home. So the
problem is that masters
come and they teach us
something beautiful, but
we don’t want to learn
because we doubt them
and this doubt takes
different forms. Some
aggressively doubt them;
some doubt them internally, while some even
after being their disciples
doubt them by not walkEurEka! 8

ing the path they taught.
So the first step is coming in touch with a great
soul or master, then slowly and gradually these
small changes start taking place. When your heart
is pure, devotion will automatically shine out of
you. So what is the cleansing and how is ignorance
trapped inside? If I’m angry, I’m ignorant because
I’m chasing desires that have been created out of
my own mind. Ignorance resides in me, arrogance
resides in me, yet I’m trying to fight it in the world!!
I don’t want people to be angry but I don’t mind
being angry myself! It’s okay if I’m angry.
For example, in India everyone uses the horn a
lot. If someone is behind you and honking, you, the
person in front, will get very irritated. You’ll call
that driver ignorant. But suppose you’re the one
honking from behind. You’ll say, “Look at this ignorant driver in front! I’m honking but he’s not giving
way! “
So we want to change the world but we do not
want to change ourselves as individuals. The problem lies within ourselves, it’s not external. Certainly
there are external problems in this world, because
we have given external things value. When you
give value to external things that is not that valu9

able then automatically there will be
problems. If I give value to this tree
and say, “this is the most important
tree,” then I will fight to save this tree.
If someone comes to cut it down I will
fight him. But if I do not value this tree
then what difference will it make to me
whether it is cut down or burned or
struck by lightning? So when we have
given value to commodities, to things
of this world, then possessing them or
not becomes a problem for us. If an
individual values his car, then having a
car or not will become one of his biggest
headaches. There are so many people in
villages that do not value a car but who
value their buffalo, because the buffalo
takes care of them – it gives them milk,
ploughs their field. It does everything
and without their buffalo their existence
falls apart. So for such an individual,
a car may have no significance, but it
is the value he has donated to anything
that becomes significant. So automatically possessing that thing which you
value or have attachment gives rise to your likes or
dislikes or something that will give you pleasure or
pain.
But once you meet a true master and he teaches
you, then your heart becomes pure and nothing else
is required. Once the heart is pure, unconditional
love, unconditional compassion will automatically
flow out from you. It doesn’t mean being confined to a particular sect or particular teachings
and then you are being good, because then there
will be problems if you are out of that situation. I
may be the best person in the Haridwar ashram. I
do not lie, I doe not cheat, but what happens if I
leave Haridwar? That’s the bigger question. Why?
Because life is not me living in Haridwar. Life is
me living outside it, life is me living without Guru
Maharaj Ji at times. Life is living without Mahatmajis and Baijis and their guidance at times. Life is
sometimes facing depressing things on my own and
that’s what Guru Maharaj Ji tries to inculcate.
Why is he telling us to meditate? Because when
we meditate, we become strengthened from inside.
Our resolve becomes firmer. As you do something
you are dedicated to, with each passing day your

resolve becomes firmer and firmer. Your understanding of that subject will become deeper. When
you are having spiritual experiences your doubts
become less. How? Simple. Like the poet said, the

living also, what choices you have made, what path
you have chosen and the many ways that has led
you to this state of unrest. Everything has cause
and effect, everything is based on something or

The river, Ma Ganga, became that sacred point.
first condition is that the heart must be pure, then
dhyan or sadhana can happen. Now, if my heart is
not pure, if I am running away, doubting, cheating
my master, how will I be able to meditate correctly?
First, your resolve should be firm. Your internal
workings should be firm. That is why Knowledge
is not given immediately. First people are tested by
mahatmas in their own ways but still sometimes
people want to hurry. But even if Knowledge is
given in two months” time, if the person is not
ready then he’s not ready. If a person is agitated,
two months of putting on a show of devotion is not
going to change his inherent nature.
According to your karmic debt it may take
longer for you to break your bonds. Maybe your
karmic debt is stronger than another person’s. You
have to understand what kind of life you have been

other. It’s impossible to look back to where your
ignorance began, because there is not just one
point, there are multiple reasons that somehow
have become causes and causes have become
effects and effects have become causes again. And
from the time we were born till now all those
innumerable causes and effects have led us to the
certain point where we exist today. There is no
one cause or reason; there might be multitudes of
them. But everything exists within us. If I have a
way of reaching deeper inside myself, I will be able
to unfold all these reasons and see them in a clear
picture. That is enlightenment. Enlightenment is
being aware constantly, so that your awareness is
at such a point where it is beyond your limited “I,”
beyond the limited “I” of the ego. Once the ego
is nullified, once this whole notion ends that I am
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separate from you or I am separate from God, that’s
true enlightenment. It begins from whatever it is,
there is pure soul which is layered and conditioned
and when, over time, you remove those impurities and reach the pure form, only then can you
meditate in dhyan and sadhana. When your dhyan
becomes pure, over time, you have these temporary
states of samadhi that you go in and out of because
you are sitting and concentrating in meditation.

N

ow if you say you am not sitting in
meditation yet you are still in samadhi,
how can that be possible? It is not logical or practical that a person, without
sitting in meditation, can go into samadhi. Meditation comes first and only when his meditative
mind is freed from everything can he enter samadhi. So meditation is very important. Sadhana
(practice) is very important, but few people realize
that. People want to be in samadhi, they want to
be in eternal bliss without actually doing meditation! That cannot happen. It is not possible. No
matter how far along the path you are, you have
to keep meditating. See, the struggles of the world
are also happening constantly. The pull, the attraction of the world is also constant. I might be able
to sit in meditation for one hour but then there are
23 hours of struggle in the world! So obviously my
meditation has to be constant. Because if I give up
the path of meditation, the path to the world will
exert a stronger attraction. What keeps me in balance is meditation.
If meditation goes,
then obviously I will
be attracted to this
world. My mind
will easily waiver,
my mind will lose its
focus and this can be
disastrous in life.
See, there are
two stages in meditation. The first stage
that everyone goes
through is savikalp
samadhi – “samadhi
with effort.” I start
to meditate but I
still have struggles
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with myself. Every morning I get up and I have to
fight with my mind. I say, “I have to sit in meditation.” The mind will say, “No, you have the office
to go to, you have this work to do.” The mind will
create dozens of escape routes for you, so that you
don’t have to meditate. But if you struggle again
and again, if you say, “No! No matter what happens
I will meditate for 10 minutes, then I’ll do the rest
of my work,” then you start your day with, say, 10
minutes of meditation. Now, if your resolve is true,
then after three or four years of sitting in meditation for 10 minutes, at least the quality of those 10
minutes will improve, will perfect itself. Then sitting in meditation for 10 minutes won’t be difficult;
it will be easy. Then sitting for 20 minutes in meditation will be a challenge, but with the passage of
time that 20 minutes also becomes easy. Then the
challenge will be to do it for 30 minutes, but then
bit-by-bit, when your mind has overcome this problem of meditation-with-effort, then our sages said
there is effortless samadhi, nirvikalp samadhi.
Savikalp samadhi means samadhi with effort,
you have to fight with your mind to focus it. Even
while you are meditating you will find that the
mind is very strong, but with habit, with practice,
with constant devotion, the mind breaks. How?
Because you have sort of bound it, you are not letting it fly to the world through its thoughts, through
its vasanas. You are controlling its vasanas, its
desires; you’re channelizing that energy, not wasting it in external thoughts and processes, but chan-

nelizing it internally. And once the mind is focused
and channelized, you have experiences in samadhi.
Such temporary experiences happen throughout your life, it’s just that you’re not aware of them.
See, what is samadhi? It is where two very great
binding forces of
the mind cease to
exist. One is Time.
You’re always worried about time,
it’s always on your
mind, consciously
or unconsciously,
because we give so
much value to time.
Everything is timebound. My job is
time-bound, when
I have to go home
is time-bound, how
long I can spend
with my loved ones
is time-bound.
Time is such an important factor.
The second one is your thought. Any unmanifested desire will first manifest in you in the form of
a thought. So thought and time are two very great
bindings on the mind. Now suppose you are having

a very blissful experience. It could be anything.
Suppose you are eating the best pasta in the world.
Doesn’t the world fade away? Or it could be the
best pizza, or for someone else it could be rice and
beans. It could be anything. I’m not saying eating
pizza is the route to
salvation! But suppose you really like
pizza and you have
bought the best
pizza and you are
eating it, then time
and thought – even
for an instant while
you are relishing
it – will fade away.
So temporary states
of samadhi happen.
You go into it, we go
into it, and it’s just
that we don’t realize it. There will be
moments in our life
when time and thought totally cease to exist. It’s
happened to me too.
I used to go to yoga classes in Bombay. One
day – it was a Sunday so nobody had any time constraints – instead of going for one hour our class
went on for two hours. The teacher took
the class from one level to the next, to
more and more complicated asanas.
We were challenging and pushing ourselves. Nothing else existed than to be
in that asana. No pain existed, no time
existed and after two hours, when the
teacher realized the class had gone for
an hour extra, he brought the class to
an end. And the moment he did that
and said, “It’s time now,” the concept
of time came back and everyone looked
at their watch. But where those two
hours went, nobody in the class knew,
because that concept had ceased to
exist. Everyone was bound in the present, not the past, not the future, not
our wishes, not our desires. Just a very
simple way of being and doing what
we had to do at that moment. We were
doing yoga and focusing on that.

When you see wrong all around you,
when you see corruption all around,
when you see people all around you
taking bribes, you do begin to question
whether there is someone who is actually honest. But the whole point is that
you can be that someone who is actually
honest. You can be that someone who is
walking the right path.
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o in those states a lot of these things
happen. A person who likes cricket can
watch cricket for hours and hours. He’ll
go hungry and thirsty. He’ll forget the
notion of time. So these are states of samadhi, but
they are temporary. Why? Because the cricket
match is itself time-bound. No cricket match can
be played for all eternity, so the mind, the thought
comes back and when it does, it comes back with a
vengeance. The bindings are stronger, the longing
for the world is stronger. The desire to experience
the world is stronger. That is the problem. We are
trying to uplift ourselves but the mind is trying to
hold us down. The pull of
the world has to be strong
to bind us. If its pull was
weak and feeble, I would
not be attached to this
world. There would be
no reason. But there is a
reason and the mind creates that reason in some
form or the other. That
is why the mind’s maya
is called the mahamaya.
The world’s maya and the
world’s changeability are
easy to see; you can notice
the change. Mind is something that you constantly
have to deal with till your
last breath. The struggle with the mind is the far
superior struggle. The struggle with the inner
self is far superior to the struggle with the world,
because if you can triumph internally then you’ve
conquered everything.
So after constant struggle with samadhi-witheffort, you go into effortless samadhi. I get up
every morning, my routine is so set. If people
who have done yoga for years and years don’t do
yoga for one day, they feel restless. They’ll start
to feel that there is something wrong. Their longing becomes so strong that it subtly affects them,
it becomes a kind of addiction. So when that
becomes your state, you are doing effortless samadhi, because you don’t have to fight with the mind
anymore. The mind wants to do it, the mind wants
to meditate, because its sattvic nature has blossomed. Its true light is shining. And then you go
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into states of effortless samadhi. I want to meditate. I can meditate right now while sitting in the
car because the habit is there. I can meditate while
at work, I can meditate in different states of being,
different circumstances, different time frames in
life.
Then the sages say that, even after you are firm
in effortless samadhi, that notion of who’s meditating still exists in you. You still have the notion, “I
am the meditator. I am the one who is experiencing” As long as this “I” exists, in a discriminating
form, that “I am separate from God,” there is no
complete freedom. There is no complete enlighten-

ment. You may be a very wise soul, you may be a
very spiritual soul, but still there is the binding of
the mind.
And then they say that, through savikalp samadhi when you struggle again and again, then you
reach a stage which is called nidhidhyanasan –
where all your doubts, all distinctions that you are
separate, breaks down. Then your experience of
Satchitanand is of eternal bliss. You realize that
you are not separate from God, you experience Tat
Tvam Asi – you are God, “you are that.” God and
you are not different. When you reach that stage
you are free to do whatever, because meditation has
no boundary for you.
See, meditation is also a kind of conditioning. You follow a path and you are walking that
path and only that path exist and nothing else.
Then that conditioning gets removed. Then mind
doesn’t need to be taught, the mind doesn’t need to

be told. It does everything automatically. When
the mind becomes pure in itself, you don’t need
to strive for purity. When you are automatically
thinking good thoughts, which is your nature to
do, you won’t shun bad thoughts, because there are
no bad thoughts manifesting inside of you. That is
being a spiritual soul and that is being a Satpurush,
a person who is a jivmukta, one who is liberated
in this very life. That is a long way off, you know.
Everyone wants that stage, everyone wants the
end. It’s like everyone wants to eat cake but nobody
wants to bake it, because baking is the dirty part,
you get your hands messy. We want the good part,
we want the bliss, we want the nidhidhyanasan, we
want to have the oneness experience, but nobody
wants to start from where you have to start, from
meeting with great souls, from making yourself
pure. This is something only you can do. Nobody
can kidnap you and take you to the Kumbh Mela
and force you to stay there and read scriptures and
listen to them. Nobody can do that. Only you yourself can do it.
The struggle in the world today is such that,
even if I don’t have a problem in my life, I am suffering. I’m suffering because someone around me
is corrupt. I am suffering because of his corruption, not mine. Negativity is so pervasive in this
world that it is very hard to handle it, because it is
everywhere and you start to doubt whether there
is any good in this world. When you see wrong all
around you, when you see corruption all around,
when you see people all around you taking bribes,
you do begin to question whether there is someone

who is actually honest. But the whole point is that
you can be that someone who is actually honest.
You can be that someone who is walking the right
path.
There is a beautiful idea in the Jewish Kabbala.
They believe the heavens to be the subtlest and
purest level of existence. They’ve given it the name
“iyeem” which basically is the nirgun tattwa of God.
We say God is formless, God is omnipresent, you
cannot label it, and you cannot define it. Likewise,
the iyeem is formless, omnipresent and timeless.
You cannot see it, define it, or capture it, because it
cannot be bound. But that subtle existence is connected by a pillar of righteousness – that’s what they
call it – to the grosser world, to Earth. So the lower
end of the spectrum is Earth, which is all the gross
things, all the confusion and chaos which is packed
into this world and then bit by bit as you climb up
the pillar of righteousness you reach a much more
beautiful phase of existence where all the gross
things do not hamper you. They do not exist, so to
speak, so there is no binding, there are no attributes
in the iyeem world. So they ask, how is this pillar
of righteousness being held up? Now they have a
beautiful belief: they believe that even if there is
only one person who is righteous, who is good, who
is pure, who is devoted to God, then that pillar will
stand. Even one out of billions! Because when
there is one, there is hope that one can teach the
many. But they say this whole system will collapse
when there is not even one person walking the path
of righteousness. If there is no such person left in
this world then all hope is lost. And when all hope
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is lost automatically that pillar of righteousness will
crumble and the two worlds, which are never supposed to meet, will meet and that will be the end
of the world. That is what Indian scriptures have
also said. We talk about timeless sages, these great
seers who have come to guide humanity from time
to time, because they
understand the deepest struggles of life.
They go through the
hardships, go through
the sadhana living in
the mountains, living
in seclusion and the
wisdom that they get
they give in different
forms to people from
time to time so that
people have hope,
they have that beacon
of light guiding them.
They realize that all is
not lost.
See, it’s based on
your realization. If
you believe all is lost,
if you believe that
nothing can be saved
in this world then
truly nothing can be
saved. Because what
the individual doesn’t realize is that he is a part of
God. In the presence of the soul is the presence
of God and because that presence is of God, the
Creator, you are also a mini-creator in this world.
Because that force exists in you, you also have the
force to create. You have the power to create life,
you have the power to create happiness, and you
have the power to give happiness. It is all based on
your perception and how you enact that perception.
Knowing that we have to be good is one thing,
being good is another.
As I was saying, one hour of meditation is no
criteria that I am a spiritual person, because what
you do with the other 23 hours is your true definition. Your actions, your thoughts, your words, your
living is your true definition. A person who runs a
shop every day and lies to people, cheats them, who
gives less and takes more money from them, who is
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lying about the quality of his merchandise cannot
be an honest husband, can he? Because when he is
lying to the rest of the world, what is stopping him
from lying to his own wife? Will he be an honest
father; will he be an honest son? He cannot be.
Because we do not have two separate lives. It’s not

that one spirit enters his body when he goes to his
shop as a merchant then another spirit enters his
body when he goes home. He’s the same individual.
He may be playing a multitude of roles, but what
he is from within will define him. If a person is
honest, automatically he’ll be an honest father, he’ll
be an honest son, he’ll be an honest husband, he’ll
be an honest friend, and he’ll be an honest brother.
He’ll be an honest citizen because he is a pure soul.
If he is not a pure soul, if he is dishonest, then he
can be dishonest in all those roles as well, can’t he?
There is no “I am a dishonest father but I am an
honest friend.” Either you stand in the light or you
stand in the dark.
What you did in America before coming here I
wasn’t there to see, but you were a witness to your
own actions. In the same way, everyone is a witness to his own actions, and no matter how much

we try to convince ourselves or please ourselves;
we know when we lie, because we are creating that
lie. If someone asks me something and I want to
lie about it, then I’m creating the lie, I am creating
the story, and no one else is creating it for me. I
am creating my own lies, but the beauty of spirit,
the power God has given me to create it is inside
me. I create the chaos, because as I create the lies
so I create the mistrust around the lies. I create the
suffering around those lies. I create all the negativity around those lies and in the same way human
beings have created war. War has created misery,
war has created poverty and poverty has created all
the other problems in this world. It is we who have
divided ourselves into different ethnic groups and
races. Out of those races wars are created, because
I am killing the other person and justifying that
through some reason or another. So God has given
us a beautiful life with beautiful things to do, but
if we do not do it in the correct way with perfect
awareness and perfect being, then obviously there
will always be suffering in this world in some form
or another. But if the individual is enlightened, no
matter how he lives – he may be rich, he may be
poor, he might be educated, he might not be – he
will be satisfied. If I am not educated but I am
satisfied, then lack of education means nothing to

me. It’s only when
I believe that I am
missing out on something by being uneducated that I restrict
myself, fight myself,
which I am not worth
the same as an educated person. Then
automatically, even
though the world
may not discriminate, I have created
the discrimination
and because that
discrimination exists
within me I will never
be able to move forward in life. But if
being educated or
not doesn’t matter,
if being a good soul
matters, then I will be
a good soul irrespective or whether I am educated
or not. Such “uneducated” people can be more
enlightening to mankind.

I

went to Shillong in Northeast India to do a
program with the Don Bosco organization.
Don Bosco is a Christian institution that has
schools all over and through their schools
they have their charitable wing, the Don Bosco
Charitable Trust. They do a lot of good work. So
on the first day of the program a padre from the
Don Bosco Charitable Trust attended. At that
time a lot of bad things were happening in India.
Christians were being killed and their churches
were being burned. So we wanted to send a message that no religion is too different, it’s the same
platform. So we invited him, he came and he gave
such an excellent speech. He surprised me that,
as a Christian, as a priest, he said, “Jesus Christ
was not a Christian. His followers were Christians
and there’s a significant difference that we have to
understand. It is how we confine ourselves into different things. Jesus Christ fought against religion,
yet we are confining ourselves into another religion!
So are we doing what our Master preached? “This
was his basic question. He further said, “I read this
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book by a Holocaust survivor. He was a rich entrepreneur before that whole thing happened. After he
was released from the concentration camp he went
to America, settled there and became very involved
in the field of education. The day his first school
opened, he sent a notice to all the teachers stating
what he wanted them to do, what kind of education
he wanted to impart to the students. So he said,
“No one else could know my pain and suffering.
We saw ourselves suffering, we saw people around
us suffering for no reason. We saw little children
being slaughtered for no rhyme or reason. We saw
everything a person could possibly see and what a
person could not even dream of seeing. When I was
about to give up hope it occurred to me, “What kind
of education are we giving to our future generations? “I saw in the concentration camps educated
doctors performing experiments on helpless beings.
They were not uneducated, they
were not barbarians. They were
educated doctors, respected in
their field. But it was they who
were performing experiments. I
saw educated college students
who, as SS soldiers, were shooting poor and hungry people who
could barely stand up and defend
themselves. They were doing
it for a cause and justifying it,
whereas educated people should
have the capacity to know that
what they were doing was wrong.”
So he asked, “What kind of education are we giving? We are
turning out doctors but are they
good people? That is the question we have to ask. Not that we
are providing education. We may
be providing education yet, if we
are fighting such wars and doing
such atrocities, we are not truly educating anyone.” So he basically told his teachers,
“Encourage your students to be good citizens, good
human beings. And how you do that is not through
books. Books can only take you to a certain point.”
So I really was amazed and I still keep in contact with this padre. I told him, “When you are
doing any of your charitable projects please call our
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organization for any help you may need. Suppose
you are having a cleaning drive, you want to clean
up a particular section of a town, call us and we
will send 200 people to help you.”
So the important thing is to have that ultimate
goal. If you have that goal and are striving to
reach that, sure there are challenges and difficulties. In any goal there are difficulties. Traveling
from America to India would’ve been a challenge
and difficulties would have been faced, but now
you are here and all those difficulties seem worth it,
because you have achieved what you set out to do.
I know all these doubts and difficulties you have are
lifelong doubts. It’s not that I speak to you and all
your doubts are removed instantly. Problems still
exist, situations still exist and the mind remains
restless. So the thing is that your practice has to
be pure and dedicated. The moment it is, you will

experience everything you have been told about and
then nothing can take that experience away from
you. Hence you are freed from your own ignorance.
Many people say scriptures have all the answers,
but the scriptures have always existed and the
problems have always existed. So where are the
answers? People say the Bible has all the answers
but the Bible has been around for 2,000 years. Has

Many people say scriptures have all the answers, but the scriptures have
always existed and the problems have always existed.
human suffering decreased in 2,000 years? The
Vedas have been in existence for thousands of
years. If you look back at Indian society over thousands of years, even since Mohenjodaro times, suffering was existing then. Suffering still exists today
in religious ways too. There is the caste system,
there is the social divide, and all those things exist
today and are the reality to be faced in India. There
are still temples in South India that untouchables
are not supposed to enter. You can say that India
is a democratic secular country and so on, but for
any government job you have to state your religion
on the application form, and there is a box saying
“other.” Everyone says we are one and we should
be brothers etc. but we all stick to our egoistic
individuality. We retain it because we don’t know
anything other than that, we are confined to that.
There are still families in old towns that won’t allow
you into the kitchen because they think you are
dirty. Only a particular person from a particular
caste can enter the kitchen!

N

ow in the modern world these things
do not matter, but they still exist and
they are a form of ignorance. People
are bound by these traditions and they
say they are fulfilling the scriptures and being a
good person, not realizing that the scriptures themselves are encouraging you to be a good soul! Why
were so many restrictions created? You should see
the objective behind it and not the tradition itself.
“Thou shalt not kill, thou shalt not lie.” These rules
were laid down to make the individual purer, to
help him rise above his ignorant self, because when
a person is ignorant, he becomes a liar, he becomes
a killer or a cheat. But when he becomes aware,
even a murderer can be reformed, if he’s constantly
aware. The thing is to be constant. As you win one
battle after another, you are in a position to win the
war. The Ten Commandments were laid down to
make the person pure, because the agitation of the
mind is constant. It is from moment to moment.
You may go to a holy place but still be worried or
unhappy or thinking about something that is holding you down, which is keeping you away from this
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present moment, as that is how the mind works. If
the mind is totally focused and solely in the present, that in itself is a very great practice which an
individual can do, because in that way too you are
fighting the mind. You are fighting the mind’s conditioning; you’re fighting its temptations, its wants
and desires.
What wants and
desires? What do I
actually want? If I
want to go to America, then I want to go
to America tomorrow.
America is not here
now, so at this point
America is just a figment of my imagination. Why am I giving
so much value to this imagination that my present
is getting affected? I want to go to America and I
start talking as if I am already in America. Even
while living in India I get an American accent! This
happens when you are valuing things that shouldn’t
be valued. We believe the untruth of the world to
be true, and what Truth is we believe to be untrue.

That is the basic problem. My name, my position, all these things are not true. They are relative
truths, they are not the absolute truth, but I believe
them to be the be-all and end-all. I believe fame to
be the means and the end of everything. That’s why
I’m chasing such things blindly with such passion
and desire that I’m
getting lost. I’m chasing something that is
not true. Your fame
cannot last forever;
your money cannot
last forever. Anyone
and everyone can
tell you that all these
things are temporary,
but for us to believe
this is difficult. Even
though everyone says money is temporary, we all
want to become millionaires! Everyone wants to
win the lottery.
So these are basic drives. The world has taught
us such things and we are moving in that direction,
whereas the object of every Master was to make the
student free. 

The important thing is to have that
ultimate goal. If you have that goal
and are striving to reach that, sure
there are challenges and difficulties.
In any goal there are difficulties.

Transcribed and edited by Helen Clapham
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If the individual is enlightened, no matter how he lives – he may be
rich, he may be poor, he might be educated, he might not be
– he will be satisfied.
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